
TRADEWOMEN INTO MAINTENANCE



Mears Group PLC

At Mears, we provide a wide range of services to 
local authorities and housing associations across the 
UK. We deliver in excess of 6,000 repairs every day 
to over one million homes nationwide, making us the 
UK’s leading repairs and maintenance contractor.

Mears today employs around 6,000 
people across every region of the 
UK. In partnership with our social 
housing clients, we maintain, repair 
and upgrade the homes of hundreds of 
thousands of people in communities.               

At Mears we are leading the way in 
recruiting more women into trades to 
build a diverse workforce. 

“Only 1% of trade operatives are female 
and we are determined to encourage 
more women to join Mears and others in 
the Social Housing Building Maintenance 
sector.”



Mears Apprenticeships

Many of our most senior people  
started their working life as  
apprentices.  Investing our time  
and money into apprentices creates 
a pool of future employees who are 
trained to work in the Mear’s way.

Apprenticeships offer an opportunity to gain 
practical and theoretical training. Apprentices 
usually embark upon a two-year course and 
follow multi-trade schemes or specific trades 
such as carpentry or electrical skills. 

Apprentices work with mentors who guide 
them throughout their apprenticeship. 
An apprenticeship leads to a formal and 
recognised qualification. Mears always 
tries to find all those who complete our 
apprenticeships a job, if one is available.

If you have an apprenticeship with Mears, you 
will be given the opportunity to get involved 
in some community projects which will give 
you the opportunity to develop other skills.



A day in
the life of…
A Plumber Apprentice 
As Apprentice Plumbers, we are given 
a mentor who provides our on-site 
supervision. Within Mears, we work on the 
refurbishment of flats and houses or carry 
out repairs and maintenance tasks.

Daily and Weekly Tasks

As we learn new things in college, we are 
given more things to do on site. The range 
of plumbing tasks may be something simple 
like stopping a tap from dripping but can 
include ripping out old pipes and fittings, 
fitting new bathroom suites, showers and 
kitchen sinks.  

As a Plumber Apprentice you have to be 
happy working with your hands and not 
mind getting your hands dirty.  We can end 
up working in all sorts of environments, 
sometimes it can be really cramped 
especially if you are fitting a bath or 
working under a sink.

We learn to work with lots of different tools 
and equipment in order to cut and bend 
pipes, unblock toilets and sinks, and solder 
joints and fittings.

“It is something different and interesting 
and enables me to be out and about 
meeting new people”.

Michaela Walsh, Heating Engineer

What do you get out of being an 
apprentice?

If you want to be a qualified Plumber you 
will have to achieve a National Vocational 
Qualification Level 2 as a minimum and 
then work towards Level 3 which will allow 
you to work on more advanced plumbing 
systems and with gas. You will earn while 
you learn lots of new things.



A day in
the life of…
An Electrical Apprentice  
We carry out electrical installations under 
the supervision of a qualified Electrician 
working in empty and occupied properties. 
We have to have good written and verbal 
communication skills as we work alongside 
other trades people.

Daily and Weekly Tasks

We have to work carefully and methodically 
as we sometimes have to work from 
technical drawings and wiring plans.  The 
range of electrical tasks include ripping 
out old cabling and fittings, running cables, 
wiring fuse boxes, changing fittings, fault 
finding, maintenance and installing power 
and lighting, sockets and switches.  

What do you get out of being an 
apprentice?

To qualify as an Electrician, you will need to 
achieve a Level 3 qualification, which will 
normally take 3 -4 years. At the end of the 

apprenticeship, you will be asked to attend 
further training to achieve the following 
qualifications: 

• Periodic Inspection and Testing 

• 17th edition Wiring Regulations.  

Once you have qualified you may be given 
the opportunity to attend additional training 
so that you can do specialist work such as 
installing environmental technology systems 
like solar panels.  

“I wanted a job where I wasn’t in the 
same place every day and love seeing an 
end product to my work”.

Heather Newton, Electrician

“Being an Electrician is not a stereotypical 
job for females and there are plenty of 
routes for progression”.

Victoria Dempsey, Electrician 



A day in
the life of…
A Painter and Decorator  
Painter and Decorators in Mears work on 
domestic properties. We have good practical 
skills and are able to work carefully and 
pay attention to detail. We have to be able 
to communicate with customers and other 
Trade Operatives.

Daily and Weekly Tasks

We sometimes erect and dismantle access 
equipment and working platforms, prepare 
surfaces for decoration, apply paint systems 
by brush and roller, produce specialist 
decorative finishes and apply and create 
colour. 

How do you become a Painter and 
Decorator?

If you want to become a qualified Painter 
and Decorator you will have to achieve a 
National Vocational Qualification Level 2 as 
a minimum and then you can progress to 
Level 3. 

What advice would you give someone 
thinking about becoming a Painter 
and Decorator?

“If you are a creative person and want a job 
where you use a variety of skills then this 
could be the right career for you. 

You are always out and about and not in 
the same place all of the time. 

There are lots of opportunities to progress 
and you get a great deal of satisfaction 
from seeing the work you have completed. “



A day in
the life of…
A Carpenter  
Carpenters in Mears work on the 
refurbishment of domestic properties or 
carry out repairs and maintenance tasks. We 
have to have good co-ordination skills and 
have an eye for detail.  We fix windows and 
doors

Daily and Weekly Tasks

We fit out kitchens and bathrooms by 
building the units and cutting the work 
tops to size.  Sometimes we make window 
frames and hang new doors.

How do you become a Carpenter?

If you want to be a qualified Carpenter you 
will have to achieve a National Vocational 
Qualification Level 2 as a minimum and 
then you can progress to Level 3.

What advice would you give 
someone thinking about becoming a 
Carpenter?

“As you are fitting out kitchens and 
bathrooms, you get the opportunity to 
work with a variety of trades.  I spend a 
lot of time in people’s homes and they are 
always pleased that I’ve come as they know 
that when I’ve finished I will have fixed or 
installed something new for them.”  



Working at Mears
Mears looks for people who share our commitment to working in 
the community and who really want to make a positive difference 
to people’s lives. Mears is proud of our recruitment history and 
benefits and we have high staff retention rates.

Benefits of working at Mears 
include:

• We offer extensive training and UK 
recognised qualifications in order to 
give our team members the tools they 
need to progress in their job.

• All our staff and their families are 
invited to Annual Fun Days.

• Child care voucher scheme, helping 
parents with the cost of child care.

• Mears Advantage is a scheme open 
to all Mears staff allowing them to 
save money on everything from weekly 
groceries to the annual family holiday.

• Many roles offer flexible working 
patterns so we can appeal to a full 
range of people, mums going back to 
work, older people and career changers.

• Mears Assist is a confidential hotline 
open to all employees providing support 
on a wide range of personal and work 
related issues.

• Seeing first-hand the impact you have 
on the lives of the people you support.

• With staff of all ages and walks of 
life, a job with Mears has a rewarding 
impact on the lives of others and your 
own life. With offices across the UK, a 
job at Mears could be just around the 
corner.



Our Vision and Values

Our Vision 
As a business, our aim is to make a 
positive difference to the communities 
we serve.

We do this by improving homes, 
improving communities and improving 
lives. Our approach is based on the 
development of outstanding partnerships 
with colleagues, clients, customers and 
the wider communities we serve.

Our Values 
We value our customers and communities, 
putting the needs of our customers at the 
heart of everything we do.

We value teamwork, supporting each 
other, sharing ideas and never excluding 
others.

We value personal responsibilities, setting 
and achieving consistently high standards 
in our work and our conduct and never 
adopting a negative attitude.

“There is no age barrier and 
Mears is in the forefront of 
breaking stereotypes” 



Contact Us
If you would like to know more 
about opportunities with Mears, 
the training we offer and our 
Apprenticeships, please contact: 

Or visit our website

www.mearsgroup.co.uk



CARPENTRY WORKSHOP

Tradeswomen into Maintenance Project 



KS4 age 14-16 Year 10 & 11 or Adult Learners at Level 1

Introduction
This workshop has been created to support the Schools Toolkit as part of the 
Tradeswomen into Maintenance Project. The project aims to increase awareness of 
trade employment and training opportunities and increasing the number of female 
trade apprentices and operatives in the Social Housing Building Maintenance sector. 
The workshop is designed to be delivered by Tradeswomen acting as Ambassadors 
who can give female learners information, advice and guidance on the Repairs and 
Maintenance sector, roles within the sector and their own experience of being a 
women working within the industry.

During the course of this workshop the learners work together in groups to design 
a kitchen which meets the design brief provided. Each group is provided with a 
resource pack which offers everything they need to design their kitchen. In the 
second half of the workshop the groups move onto a marketing exercise. Here they 
design a piece of marketing literature using ICT facilities to promote their own 
fictional kitchen design / fitting business.

Lesson Plan
Tradeswomen into Maintenance Project: Carpentry Workshop



The workshop is designed to build on skills that the learners are developing as part 
of their existing curriculum. The workshop also aims to demonstrate to the learners 
how these skills are relevant in the world of work and, in particular, a career within 
the Social Housing Building Maintenance sector.

Duration

2 Guided Learning Hours (plus extension activities where required).

Preparation

This workshop will require advance preparation for:

•  Resources to facilitate the activities each group of learners is provided with a 
resource pack which offers everything needed to complete the activity.

•  Copies of Extension Activity Worksheets should be printed for all learners where 
required.  

Personal development, behaviour and welfare

Learners are given the opportunity to discuss topics throughout the session in a 
considered way, showing respect for individual ideas and points of view and are 
given equal turn taking rights. The workshop promotes engagement through varied 
learning activities and offers opportunities for learners to develop soft skills through 
teamwork and presentations. 

Health and Safety & Safeguarding

In the case of Health and Safety or Safeguarding, any issues must be recorded and 
reported to the designated person within the school / establishment.

Diversity and Inclusion

The workshop includes a range of individual, sub group and whole group activities. 
These can be arranged to suit the group and individual learners. Learners should be 
supported in linking their learning with career choices in Social Housing Building 
Maintenance and challenging stereotypes of females working within this sector.

Lesson Plan
Tradeswomen into Maintenance Project: Carpentry Workshop



Assessment 

Learner achievement should be assessed in line with the stated objectives 
throughout the workshop. Discussion at the evaluation stage should also include 
the different skills the learners used to complete the workshop in order to reinforce 
learning of what they have achieved e.g. design, communication, teamwork, 
confidence, presenting and problem solving. 

Post-Session 

Benchmarx Kitchens have previously partnered with Mears Group PLC on this 
activity. At the end of the workshop the learner’s designs were sent electronically 
to Benchmarx. A kitchen designer at Benchmarx then input the learner’s work onto 
their software. This produced a range of 3D images taken from different angles 
which illustrated how the learner’s designs would look as actual kitchens; these 
were then sent back to the school. 

No official arrangement is in place with Benchmarx moving forward. It may well be 
that your local branch is still happy to be involved but this is something you will 
need to establish. Other suppliers who have similar software can be approached to 
support with this area of the activity, however if you do not know who to speak to 
in regards to this then contact the Procurement Team. 

It is possible to still deliver the workshop and miss out this final piece, however 
offering the learners a tangible result is desirable.

It is recognised good practice to send an email to each school, thanking them for 
their participation and where possible praising particularly impressive performances.

Lesson Plan
Tradeswomen into Maintenance Project: Carpentry Workshop



Links to National Curriculum

Secondary Schools Curriculum

Mathematics

Multiplication and Division

Use a calculator and other technologies 
to calculate results accurately and then 
interpret them appropriately. 

Learners will use a calculator to accurately 
scale measurement to the kitchen plan and 
various shaped components i.e. units and 
white goods. Learners will use calculation to 
check their design is within budget.

Ratio 

Proportion and rates of change

Use scale factors, scale diagrams and maps. 

Learners will apply dimensions of different 
shaped items to a scaled drawing when 
designing their kitchen.

Geometry and Measures

Draw and measure line segments and 
angles in geometric figures, including 
interpreting scale drawings. 

Learners will measure line segments 
and angles of various shapes in order to 
incorporate them to a scaled drawing when 
designing their kitchen. 

English

Spoken English

Speak confidently and effectively, including 
through: using Standard English confidently 
in a range of formal and informal contexts, 
including classroom discussion. 

Learners will engage in discussion sharing 
ideas and experiences throughout the 
presentations about Social Housing Building 
Maintenance and also within a team 
whilst completing the kitchen design and 
marketing activities. 

Spoken English

Speak confidently, audibly and effectively, 
including through: working effectively 
in groups of different sizes and taking 
on required roles, including leading and 
managing discussions, involving others 
productively, reviewing and summarising, 
and contributing to meeting goals/deadlines.

Learners will be given a choice of job role 
that they will adopt whilst completing the 
activity. Learners will work within a group 
and will act as either the designer, fitter, 
budgeting officer or the manager. Learners 
will use language that will represent their 
role in order for the group to efficiently 
design the kitchen. 

Lesson Plan
Tradeswomen into Maintenance Project: Carpentry Workshop



Lesson Plan
Tradeswomen into Maintenance Project: Carpentry Workshop

Spoken English

Speak confidently, audibly and effectively, 
including through: planning for different 
purposes and audiences, including selecting 
and organising information and ideas 
effectively and persuasively for formal 
spoken presentations and debates.

Learners will present their kitchen design 
and marketing information to the whole 
group outlining how they have achieved 
the set tasks and why they have used their 
chosen methods.

Reading

Understand increasingly challenging texts 
through: knowing the purpose, audience for 
and context of the writing and drawing on 
this knowledge to support comprehension.

Learners will read the family scenario to 
ensure their kitchen design meets the 
required needs.

Learners will read information on the web 
in order to research services associated 
with carpentry design and fitting in order to 
create their marketing flyer.

Writing

Plan, draft, edit and proof-read through: 
considering how their writing reflects the 
audiences and purposes for which it was 
intended.

Learners will create a plan through the 
research stage, draft information they will 
use, ensure the information meets the needs 
of their chosen audience through review 
and then finally produce the flyer. 

Design Technology

Design

Develop and communicate design ideas 
using annotated sketches, detailed plans, 
3-D and mathematical modelling, oral and 
digital presentations and computer-based 
tools. 

Learners will design a detailed plan of a 
kitchen and a digital marketing flyer. 

Evaluate

Analyse the work of past and present 
professionals and others to develop and 
broaden their understanding. 

Learners will read information on the web 
in order to research services associated 
with carpentry design and fitting in order to 
create their marketing flyer.

Evaluate

Test, evaluate and refine their ideas and 
products against a specification, taking into 
account the views of intended users and 
other interested groups. 

Learners will present their kitchen design 
making reference to their original brief and 
how their design supports the needs of the 
family.



Lesson Plan
Tradeswomen into Maintenance Project: Carpentry Workshop

Adult Core Curriculum

Numeracy 

N1/L1.5, Number – Whole Number

Recall multiplication facts up to 10 x 10 and 
make connections with division facts.

Learners will use multiplication in order to 
calculate the area of different shapes when 
completing the kitchen design.

N1/L1.6, Number – Whole Number

Recognise numerical relationships (e.g. 
multiples and squares).

Learners will calculate the size of various 
shapes in order to incorporate them to a 
scaled drawing.  

N2/L1.11, Number – Fractions, Decimals 
and Percentages

Use a calculator to calculate efficiently using 
whole numbers, fractions, decimals and 
percentages.

Learners will use a calculator using whole 
number to accurately scale measurement to 
the kitchen plan and various shaped items.

MSS1/L1.6, Measure Shape and Space – 

Common Measures

Add and subtract common units of measure 
within the same system.

Learner will add and subtract units of 
measure in order to identify the most 
appropriate size items to incorporate into 
their kitchen plan.

MSS2/L1.2, Measure Shape and Space – 
Shape and Space

Draw 2-D shapes in different orientations 
using grids (e.g.in diagrams or plans).

Learner will apply dimensions of different 
shaped items to a scaled drawing.

HD1/L1.1, Handling Data – Data

Extract and interpret information (e.g. in 
tables, diagrams, charts and line graphs).

Learners will extract numerical information 
from lists in order to select and apply the 
most appropriate items when completing 
the kitchen design.

Literacy 

SLlr/L1.1, Speaking and Listening – 

Listen and Respond

Listen for and identify relevant information 
from explanations and presentations on a 
range of straightforward topics.

Learners will actively listen to presentations 
on Social Housing Building Maintenance 
and the range of job roles within this 
industry. Learners will receive information 
on the daily duties of a Carpenter.



Lesson Plan
Tradeswomen into Maintenance Project: Carpentry Workshop

SLlr/L1.5, Speaking and Listening – 

Listen and Respond

Make contributions relevant to the situation 
and the subject.

Learners will share ideas and experiences 
through question and answer about Social 
Housing Building Maintenance.

SLc/L1.2, Speaking and Listening – 

Speak to Communicate

Make requests and ask questions to obtain 
information in familiar and unfamiliar 
contexts.

Learners will request information 
throughout the workshop in order to 
clarify understanding of presentations and 
instructions on how to complete the activity. 

SLc/L1.4, Speaking and Listening – 

Speak to Communicate

Present information and ideas in a logical 
sequence and include detail and develop 
ideas where appropriate

Learners will present their completed 
kitchen design, describing their ideas and 
methods used in order to complete the 
activity.

SLd/L1.2, Speaking and Listening – 

Engage in Discussion

Respect the turn-taking rights of others 
during discussions.

Learners will participate in sub-group and 
whole-group discussions throughout the 
workshop.

Rt/L1.5, Reading – Text  

Use different reading strategies to find and 
obtain information.

Learners will locate information from lists 
and text when completing the kitchen 
design activity and from internet searches 
when researching the marketing activity.

Rw/L1.2, Reading – Word

Recognise and understand the vocabulary 
associated with different types of text, using 
appropriate strategies to work out meaning.

Learners will read information on the web 
and verbally engage in discussion with the 
Ambassador in order to research services 
associated with Carpentry design and fitting 
in order to create their marketing flyer.

Wt/L1.5, Write – Text  

Use format and structure for different 
purposes.

Learners will format and structure text in 
order to produce a marketing flyer for their 
own kitchen fitting service.

Ww/L1.1, Write – Word

Spell correctly words used most often in 
work, studies and daily life.

Learners will incorporate language specific 
to Carpentry when creating their marketing 
flyer.



Lesson Plan
Tradeswomen into Maintenance Project: Carpentry Workshop

Delivery
Aims: 

The aims of the workshop is to: 

Raise awareness of Mears Group PLC, the roles within the Social Housing Building 
Maintenance sector, opportunities for females and the daily duties of Trade 
Operatives. 

Work as a team to design a kitchen that: meets the needs of the family profile, 
fits within the dimensions of the room, is within budget and is health and safety 
compliant.

Objectives:

By the end of the session the learner will:

•  Receive information about Mears and roles within Social Housing Building 
Maintenance

•  Use various methods of calculation, accurately scaling and measuring when 
undertaking practical work tasks

•  Apply dimensions of different shaped items to a scaled drawing

•  Demonstrate how to work to a budget.

Resources 

Mears Tradeswomen into Maintenance Booklet, Lesson Plan, Rulers, Calculators, 
Pens, Pencils, Paper, Kitchen Plan, Computers, Printers.

Worksheets: 1 Installation Cost, 2 Multiple Design Quote, 3 Hazard Spotting, 4 
Marketing Task.

Kitchen Design Resource Pack containing:

Budget Inventory, Family Profile Activity Cards, Job Role Activity Cards, Learner 
Booklet,

Corner Base Units x 2, Base Units 100mm x 2/ 60mm x 2/ 50mm x 2/ 40mm x 2/ 
30mm x 2, Wall Units 100mm x 1/ 60mm x 1/ 50mm x 1/ 40mm x 1/ 30mm x 1, 
Stainless Steel Sink x 1, Cooker x 1, Cooker Hood x 1, Washing Machine x 1, Fridge 
x 1, Dish Washer x 1, Large Fridge Freezer x 1, Small table and Chairs x 1, Large 
table and Chairs x 1, Kitchen Island x 1, Kitchen Floor Plan x 1.



Lesson Plan
Tradeswomen into Maintenance Project: Carpentry Workshop

Timing Activity Resources Differentiation

0-10 
mins

An Introduction to Mears

Ambassador: 

Introduce yourself

Distribute the Mears Information Booklet– 
present the information about Mears, include: 
who we are, what we do etc.

Learners:

Actively listen to the information being given

Assess learning by:

Observation of learners, participation, 
answering any questions, group discussion

Mears 
Tradeswomen 
into 
Maintenance 
Booklet

Support all 
learners by using 
varied levels 
of language. 
Use high-order 
question & 
answer: why, 
how & which 
questions.

10-15 
mins

The Job of a Carpenter

Ambassador: 

Talk to the group about:

n The job of a Carpenter

n A typical working day for  a Carpenter 

n How women and men can be Carpenters 
and the benefits for females joining the trade.

Show the learners the tools that a Carpenter 
uses and talk about how these are used in 
the different areas within a house that the 
Carpenter works in and maintains.

Discuss Health and Safety. PPE and how both 
are essential in the workplace.

Learners:

Actively listen to the information being given, 
ask questions to aid understanding.

Assess learning by:

Observation of learners, participation, 
answering any questions, group discussion.

Mears 
Tradeswomen 
into 
Maintenance 
Booklet

Support all 
learners by using 
varied levels 
of language. 
Use high-order 
question & 
answer: why, 
how & which 
questions.



Lesson Plan
Tradeswomen into Maintenance Project: Carpentry Workshop

15-25 
mins

Kitchen Design Instructions 

Ambassador: 

Split the group into subgroups (suggested 
groups of 4). 

Hand out the resource pack and give each 
subgroup a family profile activity card. 

Explain that each group has a family profile 
and they will need to take into account the 
families requirement when designing and 
budgeting for their kitchen. 

Present the information in the pack explaining 
what each item is and how the groups use 
these to complete the task. 

Allow plenty of opportunities for the group to 
ask any questions. 

Point out the importance of working as a team 
in order to complete the overall aims and 
objectives, outlining the role responsibilities.

Advise the groups how long they have to 
complete this part of the activity.

Where the completed designs will be made 
into 3D images then explain this process.  

Learners:

Receive resource pack and become 
familiarised with the content. Actively listen 
to the information being given, and ask 
questions to aid understanding.

Assess learning by:

Observation of learners’ participation in group 
discussion and answers to questions.

Kitchen Design 
Resource Pack

There are 4 job 
roles: Designer, 
Kitchen Fitter, 
Budgeting 
Officer and 
Manager. If 
there are more 
than 4 learners 
in a subgroup 
then introduce 
a new role 
e.g. Marketing 
Officer and 
allocate the 
responsibility 
for structuring 
and delivering 
the presentation 
to this role 
Alternatively 
allocate 2 
learners the 
same role eg. 2 
Fitters.

Support all 
learners by using 
varied levels of 
language. 



Lesson Plan
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25-80 
mins

Activity

Ambassador: 

As learners work through the task, move 
around the groups checking they are all 
able to complete the activity, accessing the 
materials correctly and progressing through 
the task at a pace that will allow them to 
complete on time. 

Ensure that each learner within the group 
has a role allocated to them. This will ensure 
that each learner has a responsibility and 
participates in the activity.

With 10 minutes remaining until the end of 
the task make all of the groups aware of the 
time and ensure that they are all scheduled to 
complete on time.

Learners:

Actively listen and follow the activity 
instructions.

Adopt the activity roles and responsibilities. 

Work in small groups to design a kitchen that 
which meets the needs of the family.  

Complete the Budget Inventory worksheet 
recording the final cost against the given 
budget.

Assess learning by:

Observation of learner’s participation in the 
group activity, discussion and answers to 
questions. Completed worksheets.

Kitchen Design 
Resource Pack

Learner Booklet

Budget 
Inventory

Rulers

Calculators

Pens

Activity Cards 

Use group work 
so that peers can 
support each 
other. 

Group learners 
by mixed abilities 
that can support 
one another.

Ambassador 
to offer 121 
support where 
required. 

Extension Activity

The Extension Activity can be used where there 
are learners with a faster pace of learning who 
require an activity to maintain engagement 
until the whole group has completed the 
kitchen design.

Learners:

Complete the worksheets: Kitchen Design 
Installation cost, Multiple Kitchen Design 
Quote, Hazard Spotting.

Assess learning by:

Completion of worksheets.

Kitchen Design 
Installation 
Cost Worksheet

Multiple 
Kitchen Design 
Quote

Worksheet

Hazard 
Spotting 
Worksheet

Support learners 
by time allowed. 



Lesson Plan
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80-110 
mins

Activity Presentation

Ambassador: 

Facilitate each sub-group to present and explain 
their completed kitchen design to the whole 
group (approximately 3 mins per group). 

Take photographs of each completed kitchen 
design to send to Benchmarx or a similar supplier 
for the kitchen designs to be created using 3D 
imagery after the session. 

Take a picture of the kitchen design along with 
the budget sheet ensuring the group’s names are 
recorded. This will ensure that when returning 
the designs the school are able to share with the 
correct learners. 

Learners:

Learners present to the whole group, their 
kitchen design discussing the points on the 
Presentation Guidance in their pack:

•  Introduce the group and the role each person 
took (Kitchen Designer, Kitchen Fitter, Budgeting 
Officer and Manager).

•  State the name of the family and what their 
requirements are within the Kitchen Plan.

•  Discuss how they have incorporated the 
families requirements within the design.

•  Show which units and appliances they have 
used and where they have placed them, giving 
reasons for their decisions (this may be to meet 
the family requirements, meet the kitchen safety 
guidelines or they feel it is best fit). 

•  Say how much the total spend was and if they 
have managed to keep within the budget.

•  Say which part of the activity they found the 
easiest, the most challenging and why.

Assess learning by:

Observation of presentation and all learners 
participating. Completed kitchen design which 
supports the family scenario and is within 
budget. 

Completed 
Kitchen Designs 
and Budget 
Inventory 
Worksheet

Support all 
learners by 
varying the time 
required for 
them to present 
their kitchen 
design activity.



Lesson Plan
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110-120 
mins

Evaluation of Session

Ambassador: 

General discussion with group, re-capping on 
objectives to identify what learning has taken 
place throughout the session. Discuss the 
different skills the learners used to complete 
the activity in order to reinforce learning 
of what they did e.g. design, calculation, 
communication, teamwork, confidence, 
presenting, problem solving. Ask each group 
to contribute to the discussion by stating a 
skill they have used.

Learners:

Participate in group discussion, feedback of 
what they learned and the skills they used to 
complete the task. 

Assess learning by:

All learners participate in group discussion and 
are given turn taking rights.

Lesson Plan Support all 
learners by using 
varied levels 
of language. 
Use high-order 
question & 
answer: why, 
how & which 
questions.

Extension Activity
The extension activity is available where the School requires a session to be 
delivered over a greater duration and can support learners with the use of 
technology.

Activity Resources Differentiation

Extension Activities

Ambassador: 

Introduce the marketing task and give out Worksheet 4.

Within their groups, learners should now work on computers / 
laptops to complete a piece of marketing literature e.g. a flyer, 
leaflet or website as part of a marketing campaign for their 
kitchen design. 

Learners should decide a target audience and ensure the 
marketing literature is specific to that audience. 

Learners: 

Complete the marketing task producing a piece of marketing 
literature which is targeted to their chosen audience. Learners 
should explain how they feel the literature would be successful 
in promoting their kitchen design. 

Assess learning by: 

Completion of the marketing task, production of leaflet / flyer 
etc.

Worksheets

Computers

Printer

Support learners 
by introducing 
peer learning. 

Ambassador 
to offer 121 
support where 
required.



Lesson Plan
Tradeswomen into Maintenance Project: Carpentry Workshop

•  An Introduction to: 

  Yourself and any other colleagues /
persons supporting the delivery of 
the workshop.

   The aim of the workshop and what 
the group will be doing.

  Mears Group who we are and what 
we do, the various Trades within 
Mears.

•  Explain to the group about the job 
of a Carpenter; activities carried out 
during a typical working day, tools, 
PPE, H&S and opportunities for 
females.

•  Split the group into subgroups 
(suggested 4 learners per subgroup).

•  Hand out the resource pack and 
introduce the content of the pack 
to the group giving instructions 
on what the activity requires i.e. 
read the pack, allocate roles and 
understand the responsibilities, read 
the family scenario to understand the 
requirements, design the kitchen plan, 
complete the budget inventory etc.

•  As the groups work through the 
design offer support and check 
they are all on task. Give further 
explanation where required e.g. 
scaling, measuring to support the 
design. Answer any questions about 
Mears Group and the industry.

•  With ten minutes to go until the end 
of the session make all the groups 
aware of the time and ensure they 
are all scheduled to complete on time.

•  Facilitate each group to present 
their design and discuss how they 
completed the activity.

•  Collect in the groups’ completed 
kitchen designs (with names).

•  Where the extension activity is being 
delivered introduce the task and 
explain they are now to imagine that 
they are setting up their own kitchen 
design and fitting business. They 
are to produce a piece of marketing 
literature (flyer/ leaflet/ website etc.) 
promoting their business. Stress that 
they need to focus on choosing a 
target market and using language 
that reflects this. 
 
Again, as the groups work on this 
task, move amongst them and check 
they are all progressing as expected. 
 
Issue a ten minute warning before 
the end of the task to ensure 
completion. 
 
Each group to present their design 
company and marketing literature to 
the whole group.

•  Worksheets are available for any 
learners that complete the activities 
ahead of time and can be completed 
individually; where required 
distribute the worksheets.

•  Facilitate a general discussion with 
the group re-capping on what they 
have done and the information 
they have been given about the 
trades, training and employment 
opportunities within Social Housing 
Building Maintenance.

•  Thank the group for their 
participation and answer any final 
questions that the group may have.

Summary Sheet
This summary sheet has been designed to simplify the body of the lesson plan 
for Ambassadors and to be used as a prompt sheet when delivering the session. 
Ambassadors should ensure they have read and understood the lesson plan prior to 
delivering the session and are aware of the timescales for each of the activities.



With thanks to the Tradeswomen of Mears 
Group for their input into the content design 
of the Schools Toolkit.

Tradeswomen into Maintenance Steering Group

• The Guinness Partnership  • Sovereign  • CIH   • NHMF  

• Nottingham City Homes  • United Welsh  

• Construction Youth Trust   • National Federation of ALMOs  

• Women into Construction   • WISH



CARPENTRY WORKSHOP

Tradeswomen into Maintenance Project
Learner Information Booklet



The aim of this activity is to work as 
part of a team to design a kitchen 
that meets the needs of a family and 
is within the allocated budget. 

You will: 

1. Familiarise yourself with the task and 
resources.

2. Read through the Kitchen Design Pack 
to identify: 

a. The Family Profile and their   
 requirements 

b. The budget you are allocated to   
 work within

c. The Kitchen Safety Guidance

d. Roles and responsibilities

e. Price of materials and appliances

f. What to include when presenting. 

3. Decide which role and responsibilities 
each person will take within your team, 
you will need a Designer, Kitchen Fitter, 
Budgeting Officer and Manager. 

4. Using the resources, design and create 
a plan of your kitchen.

5. List the items that you have included 
within your kitchen design in the 
inventory and calculate the total cost 
using the Materials and Appliances 
Price Guide. Check that your total cost 
is within the allocated budget. 

6. As a team present your Kitchen Design 
to the whole group. 

You will need:

CARPENTRY WORKSHOP
Kitchen Design Activity

•  The Kitchen Design Pack

• Ruler 

• Calculator

• Pens

Activity



When designing a kitchen you must 
always consider safety:

Create a working triangle consisting of the 
sink, cooker and fridge. This will allow you 
to move easily from one appliance to the 
next, improving efficiency.

Ensure there is space / cupboards between 
the fridge, cooker and sink. Make sure the 
cooker is well ventilated. If you place the 
fridge directly at the side of the cooker then 
the fridge motor will have to work harder to 
keep food cool.

Do not place a cooker / hob under a 
window as blowing curtains can easily 
catch fire from hot burners. 

CARPENTRY WORKSHOP
Kitchen Safety Guidance

Do not place a cooker / hob or sink at the 
end of a unit as people may brush against 
hot stoves as they walk past. 

Place the cooker at least 600mm away from 
the sink as water may splash into hot fat 
and cause it to explode. 

Try to ensure there are worktops on either 
side of the cooker as this will help when 
resting hot pans.

Do not place fridges in corners as the doors 
will need to open wider than 90 degrees so 
that shelves can be removed for cleaning.

Refrigerator / 

freezer



CARPENTRY WORKSHOP
Kitchen Design Activity

Base Unit

Width: 1000mm

Depth: 570mm

Height: 875mm

£58.00

Base Unit

Width: 600mm

Depth: 570mm

Height: 875mm

£55.00

Base Unit

Width: 500mm

Depth: 570mm

Height: 875mm

£50.00

Base Unit

Width: 400mm

Depth: 570mm

Height: 875mm

£50.00

Base Unit

Width: 300mm

Depth: 570mm

Height: 875mm

£45.00

Wall Unit

Width: 1000mm

Depth: 307mm

Height: 735mm

£42.00

Wall Unit

Width: 600mm

Depth: 307mm

Height: 735mm

£30.00

Wall Unit

Width: 500mm

Depth: 307mm

Height: 735mm

£26.00

Wall Unit

Width: 400mm

Depth: 307mm

Height: 735mm

£22.00

Wall Unit

Width: 300mm

Depth: 307mm

Height: 735mm

£20.00



CARPENTRY WORKSHOP
Kitchen Design Activity

Corner 
Base Unit

Width: 1000mm 

(each side)

Depth: 570mm

Height: 875mm

£105.00

Stainless 
Steel Sink 
(Left Hand 
Drainer)

Width: 1000mm

Depth: 485mm
£29.00

Worktop 

(width can 
be cut to 
size)

Width: 2000mm

Depth: 600mm

Height: 38mm

£25.00



CARPENTRY WORKSHOP
Appliances

Cooker

Width: 1000mm

Depth: 570mm

Height: 875mm

£230.00

Cooker 
Hood

Width: 600mm

Depth: 570mm

Height: 875mm

£100.00

Washing 
Machine

Width: 500mm

Depth: 570mm

Height: 875mm

£300.00

Under 
Counter 
Fridge 

Width: 1000mm

Depth: 307mm

Height: 735mm

£130.00

Large 
Fridge 
Freezer 

Width: 600mm

Depth: 307mm

Height: 735mm

£600.00

Dish 
Washer

Width: 500mm

Depth: 307mm

Height: 735mm

£300.00



CARPENTRY WORKSHOP
Roles and Responsibilities

Kitchen Designer
The job of the Kitchen Designer is to create a design based on the requirements of the family 
and within their budget. The Kitchen Designer will create a sketched Kitchen Plan taking into 
consideration the Kitchen Safety Guidance. The Kitchen Designer will need to: 

•  Communicate the plan to the Kitchen Fitter

•  Check with the Budgeting Officer that the design is within budget

•  Have the Kitchen Plan sketch approved by the Manager.

Kitchen Fitter
The job of the Kitchen Fitter is to create the final Kitchen Plan using the resources. The 
Kitchen Fitter must use the Kitchen Designers sketch to identify where to position the units 
and appliances.  The Kitchen Fitter will need to: 

• Communicate with the Kitchen Designer to ensure the plan is completed correctly

• Measure the units to ensure that they fit correctly within the allocated areas.

• Have the Kitchen Plan approved by the Manager.

Budgeting Officer
The job of the Budgeting Officer is to make sure that all of the units and appliances used 
within the Kitchen Plan are priced and meet the family’s budget. The Budgeting Officer 
will need to: 

•  Communicate with the Kitchen Designer and Kitchen Fitter to understand which units are
being used within the Kitchen Plan

• Complete the Budget Inventory by listing all of the units and calculating the total cost

•  Advise the Kitchen Designer and Kitchen Fitter if the Kitchen Plan is over  under budget so
they can make changes.

Manager
The job of the Manager is to make sure that each member of the team has completed the 
tasks assigned to their role correctly. The Manager will need to:

•  Check the Kitchen Plan matches the Kitchen Designer’s sketch

•  Check the Kitchen Plan meets the needs of the family

•  Check the Budget Inventory has been calculated correctly and is within
the family’s budget

•  Plan the presentation.



When presenting you will need to:

Introduce your group and the role each 
person took (Kitchen Designer, Kitchen Fitter, 
Budgeting Officer and Manager).

State the name of the family and what their 
requirements are within the Kitchen Plan.

Discuss how you have incorporated the 
family’s requirements within the design.

Show which units and appliances you have 
used and where you have placed them, 
giving reasons for your decisions (this may 
be to meet the family requirements, meet 
the kitchen safety guidelines or you feel it is 
the best fit). 

CARPENTRY WORKSHOP
Presentation

Say how much your total spend was and if 
you have managed to keep this within the 
budget.

Say which part of the activity you found the 
easiest, the most challenging and why.

Once you have completed the Kitchen Design activity in your teams 
you will need to present what you have done to achieve your 
completed design to the whole group.



With thanks to the Tradeswomen of Mears 
Group for their input into the content design 
of the Schools Toolkit.

Tradeswomen into Maintenance Steering Group

• The Guinness Partnership  • Sovereign  • CIH   • NHMF  

• Nottingham City Homes  • United Welsh  
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• Women into Construction   • WISH



CARPENTRY

Tradeswomen into Maintenance Project 

Kitchen Design Resource Pack
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Kitchen Fitter

The job of the Kitchen Fitter is to create the final 
Kitchen Plan using the resources. The Kitchen Fitter 
must use the Kitchen Designers sketch to identify 
where to position the units and appliances. 

The Kitchen Fitter will need to:
n	 Communicate with the Kitchen Designer to ensure the plan is  
 completed correctly
n	 Measure the units to ensure that they fit correctly within the  
 allocated areas 
n	 Have the Kitchen Plan approved by the Manager
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Kitchen Designer

The job of the Kitchen Designer is to create a  
design based on the requirements of the family  
and within their budget. The Kitchen Designer  
will create a sketched Kitchen Plan taking into  
consideration the Kitchen Safety Guidance. 

The Kitchen Designer will need to: 
n	 Communicate the plan to the Kitchen Fitter
n	 Check with the Budgeting Officer that the design is within budget
n	 Have the Kitchen Plan sketch approved by the Manager
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Budgeting Officer

The job of the Budgeting Officer is to make  
sure that all of the units and appliances used  
within the Kitchen Plan are priced and meet  
the family’s budget. 

The Budgeting Officer will need to:
n	 Communicate with the Kitchen Designer and Kitchen Fitter to 
 understand which units are being used within the Kitchen Plan
n	 Complete the Budget Inventory by listing all of the units and  
 calculating the total cost
n	 Advise the Kitchen Designer and Kitchen Fitter if the Kitchen Plan  
 is over or under budget so they can make changes
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Manager

The job of the Manager is to make sure that  
each member of the team has completed the  
tasks assigned to their role correctly.

The Manager will need to:
n	 Check the Kitchen Plan matches the Kitchen Designer’s sketch 
n	 Check the Kitchen Plan meets the needs of the family
n	 Check the Budget Inventory has been calculated correctly and is  
 within the family’s budget
n	 Plan the presentation
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The Hussain Family

Mr and Mrs Hussain live in a large home with their three children and 
Mr Hussain’s elderly mother. Both Mr and Mrs Hussain work full time,  
therefore Mr Hussain’s mother looks after the youngest child during the day 
whilst everyone else in the family is at school or work. She also prepares the 
main evening meal for everyone. Mr and Mrs Hussain shop for groceries every 
week and due to having six family members purchase a large amount of food. 
They have an under counter fridge as well as a large fridge freezer and require 
lots of work top and storage space for their groceries and when they are  
preparing meals.

Mr and Mrs Hussain do not require a washing machine as they already have
one which is kept in a separate utility room. However they do require space for
a dining table and six chairs.

The Hussain Family kitchen budget is £1,250.00
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Mrs Tyke 
Mrs Tyke lives alone in a small one bedroom ground floor flat and has two dogs. 
Every other weekend Mrs Tyke’s brother comes to stay with her. Mrs Tyke is in 
quite good health although suffers with arthritis which at times limits her  
movement. Mrs Tyke would like a new kitchen with more wall cupboard storage 
as she finds it easier to access these areas compared to under counter storage.

Mrs Tyke would like her sink and food preparation area under the window so she 
can see her dogs in the garden when she is busy in the kitchen. 

Mrs Tyke shops at her local supermarket each week and buys just enough for her 
and her brother when he is visiting. She requires only a small amount of storage 
and an under counter fridge. Mrs Tyke has a washing machine and cooker and 
does not require a dishwasher.

Mrs Tyke’s brother is a wheelchair user and so Mrs Tyke would like to make the 
most of the space she has and include an area where they can both sit and eat. 

Mrs Tyke’s kitchen budget is £800.00
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The Barrett Family Profile

Mr and Mrs Barrett are downsizing as both their sons have gone to university. 
However their sons will still be coming home during the holidays, so the family 
need a kitchen that will accommodate them all when they are at home.

Mr and Mrs Barrett both work full time and therefore do most of their shopping 
online once a month, therefore require storage for grocery items. Mrs Barrett 
buys fresh groceries through the week when they need them and requires an 
under counter fridge.

The new house does not have a separate dining room so they will eat at the  
table in the kitchen which they already own. They also own a cooker and  
washing machine which are quite new but would like a dishwasher if there  
is enough in the budget to cover the cost.

The Barrett Family kitchen budget is £900.00
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The Tattersall Family
Mr and Mrs Tattersall live in a large four bedroom property with their six  
children. There are three children under the age of seven and it is a busy  
household. Due to the size of the family Mr and Mrs Tattersall require a kitchen 
with plenty of work surface for preparing meals and appliances are essential. 

Mr and Mrs Tattersall have a dishwasher and washing machine but would like 
to replace their cooker with a new one that has an extractor hood. They also 
currently have an under counter fridge but wish to replace this with a large 
fridge freezer.

Mr and Mrs Tattersall have a separate dining area where they can all sit for 
family meals but would like a breakfast bar in the kitchen where the children 
can eat snacks.

Mr and Mrs Tattersall shop every two weeks at the local supermarket so  
require plenty of storage space for their groceries.

The Tattersall Family kitchen budget is £1,200.00
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The Portman Family

Mr and Mrs Portman live in a 3 bedroom house with their two teenage  
children. Mr and Mrs Portman have a large extended family and often entertain 
them at their home.

Mr and Mrs Portman require lots of storage for their kitchen items and  
appliances are a must. They would also like a kitchen island if possible,  
for when they are entertaining and where they can all eat.

Mr and Mrs Portman shop online and have their groceries delivered once  
a week. As they are a busy family, they stock up on frozen foods and require  
a large fridge freezer. 

They already own a cooker with extractor hood and a dishwasher.

The Portman Family kitchen budget is £1,500.00
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The Taylor Family

Mr Taylor is a single dad who lives with his three year old son in a small 
ground floor flat. He has a small kitchen and would like to make the most  
of the space he has.

Mr Taylor shops at the local supermarket once every two weeks and picks  
up his everyday essentials when he takes his son to nursery. 

Mr Taylor currently does not have a washing machine and has to go to the 
Launderette, having a young son this is an essential requirement in his new 
kitchen. Mr Taylor would like to keep his table and chairs as these are used 
daily for dining and where his son can draw and play. Mr Taylor already has 
a cooker and under counter fridge. 

Mr Taylor has a budget of £800.00
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CARPENTRY WORKSHOP
Budget Inventory

Description (Materials / Appliances) Unit 
Price Quantity Price 

Total 



When you have completed your Budget Inventory, based on the materials and appliances 
you have included in your Kitchen Design, calculate how much it would cost for  
installation. 
Use the Fitting Price Guide below to help calculate your installation costs.

CARPENTRY WORKSHOP
Kitchen Design Installation Cost Activity

Fitting Price Guide

Items to be fitted Quantity Price

Install 1000mm Base Unit 1 £50.00

Install 800mm Base Unit 1 £50.00

Install 600mm Base Unit 1 £40.00

Install 500mm Base Unit 1 £35.00

Install 400mm Base Unit 1 £30.00

Install 300mm Base Unit 1 £25.00

Install 1000mm Wall Unit 1 £30.00

Install 800mm Wall Unit 1 £30.00

Install 600mm Wall Unit 1 £30.00

Install 500mm Wall Unit 1 £30.00

Install 400mm Wall Unit 1 £30.00

Install 300mm Wall Unit 1 £30.00

Install Corner Base Unit 1 £30.00

Install any Appliance 1 £60.00

Install Sink and Taps 1 £85.00

Cut and Fix Worktop Per Metre £35.00

Install Breakfast Bar 1 £50.00

Design Quantity Price

Total

Once you have calculated your total costs you will need to add VAT. The VAT rate is 20%

Total Installation Price __________________________________

VAT at 20%                __________________________________

Total Cost                 __________________________________    



You have been asked by a Housing Association Landlord to fit Kitchens in 22 of their 
properties. Using your Budget Inventory and fitting costs calculate a quote for the cost 
that you will submit to the Landlord. Once you have calculated the cost allow the  
Landlord a 10% discount and show this in the quote. 

CARPENTRY WORKSHOP
Multiple Quote Activity

Items Quantity Price Installation Price Quantity

Sub Total 

10% Discount

Total

VAT at 20%

Total Price Payable



Describe three hazards and what could happen.
1..............................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................

2..............................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................

3..............................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................

In any household environment there can be risks and hazards that you need  
to be aware of in order to avoid accidents and injuries to yourself and others.  
Circle as many hazards as you can find in the picture below. 

CARPENTRY WORKSHOP
Hazard Spotting Activity 



As a qualified tradesperson there are opportunities for setting up a business and  
becoming self-employed. Marketing a business is extremely important if you are going  
to be successful in attracting custom. There can be many companies offering the same 
services and competition at times can be fierce. Having a good reputation and people 
who are willing to recommend your business is extremely advantageous but having a 
good marketing strategy is key.

CARPENTRY WORKSHOP
Marketing Activity 

You will need:
Pens, paper, computer, printer

Activity:
Imagine that you are setting up a new kitchen design and fitting business. You are to  
produce a piece of marketing literature (flyer / leaflet etc.) promoting your new business. 

Firstly, using the internet, you will need to research what other kitchen design and fitting  
businesses are offering to gain some ideas and show how you can be competitive.

Choose a particular audience that you will target your business to and ensure that you  
use language in your material to reflect this. 

Draft the text / content that you will include in your marketing material. This may include  
a business name and logo etc.

Produce your marketing material using the computer. 

Present your marketing design to the whole group and discuss: 

n   How you created your design

n   Which companies you researched and what were your findings

n   What group of people did you target and how does your materials reflect this

n   How your company offers are better than other competitor’s what makes you great!



CERTIFICATE OF
PARTICIPATION

Mears Group

Thank you for your outstanding participation on

The Maintenance Trades Workshop

Presented by

Date



At Mears we are leading the way in recruiting more 
women into trades so that we build a diverse workforce. 
Only 1% of trades operatives in the UK are female and 
we are determined to encourage more women to join 
Mears and others in the Social Housing sector.

If you would like to know more about Apprenticeships 
and employment opportunities with us please visit our 
website: www.mearsgroup.co.uk

#notjustforboys
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